Remote-Sensing-Based Estimation of Surface Nitrate and Its Variability in the Southern Peninsular Indian Waters
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A relationship between sea surface temperature (SST) and surface nitrate concentrations has been obtained for the first time based on in situ datasets retrieved from US JGOFS (1991–96) and Indian cruises (2000–2006) in the Arabian Sea, Bay of Bengal and Indian Ocean region around the southern Indian tip. The dataset includes 1537 points. A sigmoid relationship obtained with R² value 0.912. NOAA-AVHRR pathfinder satellite monthly averaged SST data retrieved from the PODAAC/JPL/NASA archive during July 1999–June 2004. The datasets imported in the ERDAS-Imagine software and SST images generated on monthly and seasonal scales, for latitudes 5–12° N and longitudes 75–85° E. The ocean surface nitrate images retrieved based on the established sigmoid relationship with SST. The nitrate concentrations ranged between 0.01–3.0 µM and categorized into five ranges. The significant seasonal upwelling zone around the southwest coast of India (Kerala coast, Latitude 80.10–9.30° N and Longitude 75.60–76.20° E) was identified during July–September 1999–2004 with very high nitrate concentration (∼1.00 µM). Low nitrate and nitrate-depleted zones observed during summer (March–May). In the Arabian Sea and northern Indian Ocean, high nitrate concentration (∼0.50 µM) observed during the southwest monsoon (SWM), whereas the Bay of Bengal was marked with high nitrate (∼0.50 µM) during the northeast monsoon (NEM). SST was high (∼29°C) in the Bay of Bengal and low (∼26°C) in the Arabian Sea and northern Indian Ocean during SWM and vice versa during the NEM. There is a clear inverse relationship between nitrate and SST in the study area during July 1999–June 2004.

1. Introduction

In the upper several hundred meters of the World Ocean, plant nutrient (nitrate, phosphate, and silicic acid) concentrations tend to increase with depth and temperature tends to decrease with depth [1]. This inverse relationship between temperature and plant nutrient concentration also occurs seasonally in surface water to varying degrees depending on geographic location, except at high latitudes where plant nutrients at the surface annually range from a minimal nonzero concentration (as determined by colorimetric methods [2]) to a seasonal maximum concentration related to large-scale geochemical processes [3, 4]. The spatial and temporal characteristics of the depth distribution of temperature and plant nutrients combine to yield latitudinal-specific relationships in plant nutrients and temperature (PN-T) scatter plots [1]. Incident solar radiation is the primary cause of inverse relationship between water temperature and plant nutrient concentration [5], as a major source of light for phytoplankton photosynthesis and plant nutrient uptake [6, 7]. Nutrient limitation is much less straightforward than light limitation because of the multiple interactions between nutrients, these interactions being different depending on the scale that is being considered. Until recently, nitrogen was assumed to be the universal limiting nutrient in marine waters. Nitrate is only supplied by diffusion through the thermocline. In the early phase of stratification, chlorophyll concentration is uniform throughout the mixed layer and then a maximum develops at depth near the nitraline. More specifically, the processes affecting the character of the temperature-nutrient relationship include solar heating, advection and vertical mixing, the rate of nutrient uptake by phytoplankton at the surface, and the rate at which biologically compound organic compounds are regenerated subsurface. Zentara and Kamykowski [8] analyzed temperature-nutrient relationships along the west coast of north America and showed that the slope steepened and the temperature intercept increased at higher latitudes,
presumably due to latitudinal variation in solar heating. They also noted that variability was greatest in boundary regions where a mixture of water masses is expected. H. J. Minas and M. Minas [9] suggested that the PN-T plots can be used to indicate the intensity of nutrient uptake, by phytoplankton in upwelling areas, with steeper slopes indicating faster nitrate uptake. Under conditions of low phytoplankton uptake the PN-T relationship can be used to study physical processes. The simple model leads to the key concept of new and regenerated production as based on nitrate and ammonia [10]. There has been clear evidence of nitrate utilization with a deepening of nutrient depletion with time. The vertical distribution of chlorophyll concentration also changed with time. Nitrate was the dominant nitrogen source for phytoplankton. The uptake rates measured decreased with declination of nitrate concentration. The current study is based to observe/monitor the distribution of nitrate-nitrogen in the ocean surface. More research is needed to understand the source of nitrate and its flux and know the distribution pattern in regional, and seasonal and intraseasonal timescales. The nitrate-temperature relationships from the drogue depth occasionally suggested and enhanced the heating per unit of nitrate uptake compared to the date from the hydrographic sections. The most direct approach towards a more robust description of the relationship between temperature and plant nutrients in the upper ocean may result from biological additions and relatively subtle physical adjustments to more complete, existing models [11] of the upper ocean mixed layer.

Nitrate transport into the euphotic zone in the southwest, northeast, and intermonsoon phases has been estimated using the satellite-derived SST images, and this agrees with the measured nitrate uptake rates and phytoplankton productivity. It is therefore suggested that the satellite-derived nitrate images can be useful tool for assessing nitrate-based productivity over large geographical areas in short time intervals. Surface temperature, nutrients, and primary productivity relate to each other [1], and prediction of new production from transformation of satellite-derived temperature images to nitrate distribution is a distinct possibility [12, 13]. The regularity of the phenomenon unlike temporally variable upwelling and the fact that the phytoplankton growth was stimulated after each spring tide lead one to use SST measurements from satellite infrared radiance to predict nitrate input to the euphotic zone and thereby compute resultant production [14].

A major fraction of the carbon transported into the oceans interior is associated with allochthonous nitrogen inputs, primary nitrate (N), into the euphotic zone [15, 16]. Hence, understanding the spatial and temporal variations of N over basin and global scales in the euphotic layer is an important requirement for ocean biogeochemical and climate studies [16]. Although N in seawater lacks a distinct electromagnetic signature that can be utilized for its estimation from space, satellites have for long been suggested as a promising measurement tool, because N correlates well with certain remotely measurable seawater properties [17]. The relationship between N and seawater temperature (T), for instance, has consistently been found to be negative as nutrient-rich waters brought up into the euphotic zone from the deep by physical processes such as upwelling or winter convective overturning are colder than the surface waters which are generally nutrient poor. Although empirical algorithms based on PN-T relationships have been existent for a while [14, 18–20], Goes et al. [21] have shown that if biologically modified changes in the character of PN-T relationships are taken into account, it is possible to generate high-resolution maps of surface nitrate over much larger spatial and temporal scales than previously possible.

The Labrador Sea Monitoring Program (LSMP) annual spring-summer missions measure seasonal nutrient concentrations but not winter maximums nor summer minimums for the most part, which are critical for $P_{\text{new}}$ estimation [22]. The wintertime nutrients in the North Atlantic are new approaches and implications for new production estimates [22]. Another recent approach, worldwide applicable, is that proposed by Kamykowski et al. [23] and Switzer et al. [24]. They generated a scaled index of nitrate availability by computing the differences between SST (derived from AVHRR data) and “nitrate depletion temperatures” (NDT), inferred from in situ data and geographically variable. Satellites have been suggested as a useful alternative. Although they can provide frequent, large-scale, near-surface views of several variables relevant to phytoplankton ecology such as incident radiation, chlorophyll, and sea surface temperature (SST), nutrient measurements have remained elusive as most nutrients including nitrate lack an electromagnetic signal that can be exploited from space [25]. Henson et al. [26] derived their empirical relationships between surface nitrate (or silicate) and temperature and chlorophyll using broad spatial distributions of these variables at 5 m depth collected on four missions between November 2001 and December 2002 in the Irminger Basin.

Silio-Calzada, et al. [27] has proposed a new approach to estimate NO3 specifically developed for areas influenced by upwelling processes. It relates the nitrate concentration to the difference between SST and the estimated temperature of the upwelled water (variable with latitude and season), which is an indicator of the time elapsed since upwelling. Algorithm has been developed using multiple linear regression (MLR) from nitrate, SST, and mixed layer depth (MLD) data in the North Atlantic Ocean [28]. The N-T relationships, however, are strongly influenced by the regional biogeochemical characteristics and hydrodynamic conditions and therefore reveal a high spatial and temporal variability. The current study is the first attempt to show those relationships in Indian waters with the collection of 1537 data points retrieved from U.S. JGOFS (1991–1996) and Indian cruises (1997–2002) database. The purpose of this work is to formulate a preliminary integrated model of water temperature and nitrate concentration, to examine the influence of the various terms in the model, and to identify future directions for improved models.

Rationale for this study is to find out the role of nitrate in the ocean biogeochemical cycling, mostly its role in new primary production. The new production is
bestowed upon the carbon cycle in specific areas in sea like upwelling, eddies, convection, detrainment, and even in algal bloom conditions. The nitrate has a significant role on the growth, metabolism, and in euphotic-zone-based photosynthesis/productivity of the phytoplankton so it is recognized as a major limiting factor, even most of the blooms occur due to the enrichment of nitrate, the cyanobacteria *Trichodesmium* sp. fixes the atmospheric nitrogen and blooms. The normal inverse trend of ocean surface nitrate is related to the temperature of water. The bottom nitrate or the nitrate from water column being carried up with column water and hence the higher nitrate and low temperature has been observed in the surface. Here in the current study the relationship has been accurately represented finding its sigmoid curve. The results over Indian southern peninsular water have been exclusively discussed for five-year data and generated nitrate images.

This study is important from the point of view of climate change, such that shipboard datasets from several years have to be combined with generate maps of nitrate at global scale and this would enhance the daily, monthly, seasonal, and interannual scale variations of marine nitrate. In previous and on-going studies, the immense promise and potential of satellite-based nitrate maps for carbon cycling and climate change studies have been demonstrated [29]. Climate forcing greatly impacts processes controlling the distribution of nutrients and hence the productivity. The nutrient distribution also gives the indication about the physical processes interaction in the region of study.

2. Study Area

The present study has been carried out in the southern peninsular Indian waters, which include a part of the Arabian Sea, Bay of Bengal, and Indian Ocean. This is an interesting area, because it consists of three different water types with their own productivity potential and other environmental features (Figure 1).

The physicochemical and biological properties of the Arabian Sea, are affected by monsoon reversal wind systems. The monsoon wind affects the chlorophyll distribution pattern besides other properties [30]. Several phenomena like the high concentration of algae occur during winter as a consequence of vertical convection. Several other interesting phenomena like upwelling and its season-specific increase in algal biomass are also noticed as common events in this season [31]. The southern tip of India is associated with Indian Ocean. Mixing and convergence takes place between the waters of the Arabian Sea and the Bay of Bengal [32]. The shelf flow also determines the productivity pattern of the Indian Ocean. The Bay of Bengal is activated by the cyclonic winds, storms, gyres and sea surface is rough compared to the Arabian Sea [33–38].

Unlike the northern Bay of Bengal, the southern part happens to be generally nutrient limited largely due to limitations in external river inputs. The southern rivers are often seasonal and bring external nutrients only during shorter monsoon/postmonsoon periods. The Bay of Bengal, in general, is a data-poor region compared to the rest of the Indian Ocean. Despite its importance, shipboard nitrate measurements fall far short of the space and time scales required for climate research. The nitrate has important role to demonstrate the high productivity and new production zones in different seasons in Indian water. There are limited numbers of studies for Bay of Bengal waters with reference to ocean remote sensing. A detailed study is required to understand the surface nitrate dynamics on time-series basis.

3. Materials and Methodology

3.1. Generation of SST Composite Images. The NOAA-AVHRR Pathfinder-5 based monthly averaged SST ASCII data with latitude, longitude, and SST columns were retrieved from the http://www.nasa.gov/ archive for the period July 1999–June 2004. The datasets were imported in the *ERDAS Imagine* software to generate the SST images in monthly scales during the period July 1999–June 2004. The monthly images were averaged to seasonal composite images covering the latitude 5°–12°N and longitude 75°–85°E. The images were gridded and colour coded using *ERDAS Imagine* and *Envi* software. The clouds and unavailable data have been displayed blank in the images. The Pathfinder-5 sensor ascending/morning pass data of resolution 4 kilometers has been used and provides SST with accuracy of 0.3°C [39, 40].

3.2. Nitrate Retrieval Algorithm. In this study an attempt was made to find the relationship between nitrate and temperature from the U.S. JGOFS dataset for the Arabian Sea (1994–1997) and Indian cruise datasets (2000–2006) covering the Arabian Sea and Bay of Bengal. A linear relationship has been established in the European waters [14].

---

**Figure 1:** Study area (latitude: 5.5°–12°N and longitude: 75°–84°E) indicating the Arabian Sea, Indian Ocean, and the Bay of Bengal with the boxes drawn for analysis (1, 2, 3).
The ocean surface nitrate concentration has been retrieved based on the established relationship as follows.

The regression best fit gives the following equation:

\[
\text{Nitrate (NO}_3\text{)} = \frac{23.924}{[1 + e^{(\text{SST} - 23.793)/0.662}]}.
\]

\(R^2 = 0.912\). Standard Error of Estimate = 2.2755.

Linear, polynomial (2nd and 3rd order), and sigmoid relationship between \textit{in situ} retrieved temperature and nitrate data has been established for the Arabian Sea data collected from JGOFS and Indian cruises. The respective \(R^2\) values have been observed to be 0.765, 0.834, 0.872, and 0.912. The respective standard error of estimate (SEE) has been observed 3.731, 3.136, 2.752, and 2.275 for the 1537 data points. So, the sigmoid relationship has been found with the best curve fitting (Figures 2(a)–2(d)). Figure 3 displays a regression plot indicating the relationship of \textit{in situ} nitrate data from Indian cruises with Pathfinder and MODIS-Aqua-derived SST. The nitrate-algorithm-derived nitrate image and data points have been validated with the 13 \textit{in situ} data retrieved during 2003 February and March cruises in the Arabian Sea on board cruises of ORV “Sagar Kanya” and FORV “Sagar Sampada.” Validation result with the available 13 \textit{in situ} points from Indian cruises has shown the \(R^2\) value 0.843 (Figure 3(a)). Validation result of \textit{in situ} nitrate with SST from the available cloud-free satellite passes of Pathfinder (February-March 2003) has shown the \(R^2\) value 0.815 (Figure 3(b)). Even, the relationship of nitrate with other corollary parameters like chlorophyll and wind speed has been taken attempt besides SST (Figures 4(a), 4(b), 4(c)).

3.3. Generation of Nitrate Images. The monthly, seasonally averaged nitrate composite images have been generated for the study area. The monthly images were averaged to seasonal composite images with the category of seasons; (1) southwest monsoon (SWM)—June–September, (2) fall intermonsoon (FIM)—October–November, (3) northeast monsoon (NEM)—December–March, and the (4) spring intermonsoon (SIM)—April-May [41] (Figures 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 and 11).
3.4. Subset and Transect Data Retrieval. We focus on the three different seas to reflect their properties in terms of satellite-derived SST and nitrate concentrations and their interrelationship. This region is very significant from the point of view of its oceanography, regulated by all the four monsoons, related coastal/oceanic features, circulations, and currents.

The pockets/boxes were taken from the three different oceans: (1) Arabian Sea (latitude: 8.95–9.95°N and longitude: 74.6°–75.6°E), (2) Indian Ocean (latitude: 6.24°–7.24°N and longitude: 77.1°–78.1°E), and (3) Bay of Bengal (latitude: 10.2°–11.2°N and longitude: 80.4°–81.4°E) (Figure 1). The three pockets are off the coast and covering the water in the depth ranges to 1000–3000 meter (http://www.ngdc.noaa.gov/mgg/bathymetry/relief.html).

The pixels/data points falling in the pockets (1, 2, 3) were respectively averaged to generate subset images for the parameters SST and nitrate. The mean and standard deviation of the respective months and seasonal composites have been calculated and plotted. Monthly mean and standard deviation data for each pocket has been plotted as line plots, and the seasonal, annual, and four-year composite has been plotted as histogram/bar charts to understand the variability in respective time scale and seasons. The colour-coded images for each parameter SST and nitrate concentration have been displayed for different time scales with respective colour scale ranges, namely, SST (22°–30°C) and nitrate (0.01–3 µM) (Figures 10, 11).

4. Results and Discussion

4.1. Variability of Nitrate (NO\(_3\)). The nitrate concentration varied depending on the conditions like the four monsoon seasons and respective months and on the regional scale. The nitrate distribution has been classified into five categories depending on the nitrate ranges (<0.2 = low NO\(_3\) zone, <0.50 = medium zone, <1.0 = high NO\(_3\) zone, <3.0 = very high NO\(_3\) zone, 0 = land mass and NO\(_3\)-depleted zone).

4.2. Monthly Scale Nitrate Images. During this period the medium, high, and very high nitrate zones have been observed around the Gulf of Mannar and in the southern tip of Indian region. The stretches of high nitrate have been observed along the Kerala coast in the Arabian Sea, which indicates and supports the foresaid and earlier studied upwelling events with our nitrate maps (Figure 5).
The upwelling has been reflected in the nitrate maps of July and August 1999. Even during the June month, the event has been seen along the Kerala coast (latitude 80.10–9.30°N and longitude 75.60–76.20°E). During September and October, the moderate nitrate patches have been observed at the bottom of Indian southern peninsula. Large nitrate-depleted areas can be observed in the Arabian Sea and in the Bay of Bengal during the months July–October.

In December, around the Gulf of Mannar and in the east coast of Sri Lanka, moderate NO₃ range patches have been observed and, during January, it has become intense in the Bay of Bengal. During February, low nitrate patches are seen in the Bay of Bengal and Arabian Sea, and nitrate-depleted zones have been observed in the northern Indian Ocean. March–May indicated the nitrate-depleted zones throughout, and, in the month of May, low NO₃ stripe has been seen from the bottom of India moving towards the Sri Lankan bottom. During June, the Arabian Sea indicated low nitrate zone with moderate, high, and very high NO₃ stripes along Kerala coast and offshore. The Bay of Bengal indicated NO₃-depleted water during June (Figure 5).

During July 2000, the Kerala coast/southeast coast of India has reflected high upwelling zone with high NO₃ concentration (Figure 6). Rest of the study area showed low NO₃ concentration zones, and similar patterns are seen. The upwelling has been observed during the period June–August (SWM) around Kerala coast and off southeast Arabian Sea with medium, high, and very high NO₃ concentration bands. High NO₃ concentration patches have been seen during January (NEM) in the Bay of Bengal water with moderate, high, and very high NO₃ concentration zones (Figures 5–9), (Table 1).
Nitrate ranges (µmol/L)

- <0.2 low nitrate zone
- <0.5 moderate nitrate zone
- <1 high nitrate zone
- <3 very high nitrate zone
- 0 land and nitrate-depleted zone

Figure 6: In situ nitrate- and temperature-based modeled monthly composite nitrate images during July 2000–June 2001 retrieved from NOAA-AVHRR pathfinder data.

Table 1: Depiction of high nitrate distribution months in the Indian water.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study Area</th>
<th>High nitrate/months</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Arabian Sea</td>
<td>June–September</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indian Ocean</td>
<td>June–September and December–February</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bay of Bengal</td>
<td>December–February</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* April-May showed fully NO₃-depleted zones throughout the study area.

4.3. Interpretation of Seasonal SST Images. Figure 10 indicates the seasonal variability of SST in the southern peninsular Indian water. There has been observation of high SST (~29°C) in the Bay of Bengal during the southwest monsoon and low SST (~25°C) in the Arabian Sea and around southern Indian tip region. The SST was exceptionally low (~24°C) during the fall intermonsoon 2001 around the southern tip of India in the Indian Ocean. During northeast monsoon, SST was low in the Bay of Bengal (~25°C) and high in the Arabian Sea (~29°C) and medium (~27°C) in the southern Indian tip in the Indian Ocean. During spring intermonsoon, low SST (~25°C) patches were seen around the southern Indian tip in the Indian Ocean.

4.4. Interpretation of Seasonal Nitrate Images. The seasonal NO₃ maps indicated the high and very high NO₃ concentration stripe along Kerala coast/southeast coast of India during the SWM season. Few high concentration patches were seen during the NEM, and rest of the months show low NO₃ in the Bay of Bengal and NO₃-depleted zone in the Arabian Sea (Figure 11). During the season spring intermonsoon (SIM), completely NO₃-depleted zones have been seen in the study area. Fall intermonsoon (FIM) showed mostly NO₃ depleted zones throughout with few low NO₃ patches in the north Indian Ocean during 2000–2003. But, during the year 1999,
the FIM (October-November) indicated the distribution of low NO₃ throughout the study area, probably enhanced with the super cyclone that had hit the northeast coast of India/Orissa during October 1999 with very high wind speed (>200 m/sec) and storm surges with wave heights (~20 meter) [42]. The super cyclone might have mixed the surface and bottom water, making the water turbulent, churning nutrients, and bringing up to surface. So, the exceptional widespread of NO₃ has been observed during FIM 1999. The sources of nitrate can be from terrestrial origin as observed during the NEM and FIM in the Indian Ocean and the Bay of Bengal. The sources can be from the bottom and deep water of ocean as the case of upwelling in the southwest coast of India during SWM (Figure 11).

4.5. Monthly Scale Nitrate Variability/Line Plots. The monthly mean nitrate peaks have been observed to be highest with two major peaks during the months August 1999 and January 2000 (~0.13 µM), and the monthly mean is lowest with two low dips during October and March (NO₃ ~ 0.01 µM) (Figure 12).

4.5.1. Subset 1. For the subset 1 the monthly mean nitrate concentration has been seen highest during June–August (SWM) months (0.09–0.71 µM) and similar in all the years. The rest of the months indicated less variability and equal trend during all the five-year period (Figure 12).

4.5.2. Subset 2. For the subset 2 of the study area, the northern Indian Ocean, the mean NO₃ peak has been obtained during the SWM and FIM seasons. The peak is seen in the month of October (0.6 µM) and during May–August, with the effect of onset and activation of SWM in the northern
Indian Ocean region. January month (NEM) shows a small peak in the NO$_3$ concentration (0.09 µM) (Figure 12). The rest of the months do not indicate any peak and more variability. So, the Indian Ocean is mostly affected by high NO$_3$ during SWM and NEM months.

4.5.3 Subset 3. The case is different for the Bay of Bengal. The NO$_3$ concentration has been highest during the month of January (Figure 12). The peak of nitrate has been evidenced by other months between November and February for all the years. There is no impact of SWM and enhancement of NO$_3$ in the Bay of Bengal, like it was in the case of Arabian Sea and to some extent in the Indian Ocean.

4.6 Variability of Surface Nitrate (NO$_3$)/Histogram Plot

4.6.1 Full Image. The seasonal nitrate (NO$_3$) trend has been observed significantly. The NO$_3$ range was highest during SWM (0.05–0.098 µM) and with the year-wise trend: 1999 > 2000 > 2001 > 2002 > 2003.

The trend was lowest during SIM (0.008–0.021 µM) (Figure 13). The seasonal nitrate trend is as follows: SWM > FIM > SIM.

4.6.2 Subset 1 (Arabian Sea). The seasonal nitrate (NO$_3$) trend has been observed significantly for the Arabian Sea surface water. The nitrate mean range was highest during SWM (0.06–0.198 µM) with the year-wise trend 2000 > 1999 > 2001 > 2002 > 2003. The nitrate mean range is lowest during NEM (0.005–0.015 µM) (Figure 13). The seasonal trend is as follows: SWM > FIM > SIM > NEM.

4.6.3 Subset 2 (Indian Ocean). The seasonal mean NO$_3$ range has been highest during the SWM (0.07–0.205 µM) with the year-wise trend 1999 > 2000 > 2001 > 2002 > 2003.
The nitrate mean range is lowest during SIM (0.005–0.02 µM) (Figure 13). The seasonal trend is as follows: SWM > FIM > NEM > SIM.

4.6.4. Subset 3 (Bay of Bengal). The seasonal mean NO₃ range has been highest during the NEM (0.058–0.122 µM) with the year-wise trend 2002 > 2000 > 2001 > 2003 > 2004. The seasonal nitrate mean range is lowest during SIM (0.001–0.004 µM) (Figure 13). The seasonal trend is as follows: NEM > FIM > SWM > SIM.

4.7. Standard Deviation (SD) of Nitrate

4.7.1. Full Image. This indicated the higher variability in the season FIM (Oct.-Nov.) and highest during the year 2000, and variability was lowest during the season SIM (April-May) during the year 2003 (Figure 13). The SD trend of the seasonal nitrate is as follows: FIM > SWM > NEM > SIM.

4.7.2. Subset 1. This indicated the higher variability of nitrate in the season FIM (Oct.-Nov.) and highest during the year 2002, and variability was lowest during the season SIM (April-May) during the year 2002 (Figure 13). The SD trend of the seasonal nitrate is as follows: SWM > FIM > SIM > NEM.

4.7.3. Subset 2. This indicated the higher variability of nitrate in the season SWM (Oct.-Nov.) and highest during the year 1999, and variability was lowest during the season SIM (April-May) during the year 2000 (Figure 13). The SD trend of the seasonal nitrate is as follows: SWM > FIM > SIM > NEM.
4.7.4. Subset 3. This indicated the higher variability of nitrate in the season FIM (Oct.-Nov.) and highest during the year 1999, and variability was lowest during the season SIM (April-May) during the year 1999 (Figure 13). The SD trend of the seasonal nitrate is as follows: FIM > SWM > NEM > SIM.

The chlorophyll in the Indian Ocean is observed to be primarily dependent on nitrate with some influences of SST and wind speed. But the Arabian Sea and Bay of Bengal chlorophyll is observed to be more dependent on SST followed by nitrate and then wind speed, obtained from regression analysis of five-year data sets [43]. So the nitrate has been a limiting factor in the ocean productivity around southern peninsular Indian water.

4.8. Annual Variability of Nitrates. The nitrate range has been observed between 0.01 and 0.31 µM in the study area. Moderate range >2.0 µM has been observed around the southern and southwest tip of Indian peninsula, off Kerala.

Figure 10: NOAA-AVHRR derived seasonally averaged SST images during 1999–2004 in the southern peninsular Indian water.
coast, and in the southern Tamilnadu coast in the annual averaged nitrate plot (Figure 13). The peculiar feature has been observed off the southwest coast of India in the Arabian Sea. The high nitrate distribution pattern has been observed, which spreads and moves up to the Sri Lankan coast. This is most probably with the impact of seasonal upwelling off Kerala coast. The coastal water around Kerala is known to be the region of upwelling resulting in a cyclic injection of nutrients into the euphotic zone and pulses of phytoplankton development [14].

During the southwest monsoon, in the Bay of Bengal very few high nitrate concentration patches (around 0.05 μM) are seen to be spread and the rest of the region in the study area indicates low and very low concentration of nitrate.

Nitrate ranges (µmol/L)
- <0.2 low nitrate zone
- <0.5 moderate nitrate zone
- <1 high nitrate zone
- <3 very high nitrate zone
- 0 land and nitrate-depleted zone

**Figure 11:** *In situ* nitrate- and temperature-based five years seasonal composite modelled nitrate images during July 1999–June 2004 retrieved from NOAA-AVHRR pathfinder data.
(0.01–0.2 µM). Even in the monthly maps nitrate depletion has been observed significantly, which has been recorded during several cruises in the Bay of Bengal. At present models and algorithms have been developed and applied to know the nitrate depletion temperature (NDT) in the global oceans [44].

The relationship between temperature and nitrate (NO$_3$) has been established with significant correlation ($R^2 = 0.912$) with the in situ data from U.S. JGOFS and Indian cruises in the Arabian Sea and Bay of Bengal water. The surface nitrate concentration was highest in the Arabian Sea during June–September (SWM) period, in the Bay of Bengal the nitrate was highest during December–February (NEM), and the Indian Ocean exhibited high nitrate during both the seasons SWM and NEM. The nitrate-depleted zones were seen during April–May period. Upwelling during the SWM has the good link to the high nitrate concentration, enhancing the chlorophyll concentration in the Arabian Sea and around southern tip of India (Indian Ocean).

4.9. Sources of Nitrate and Nitrogen Fixation in Indian Water. The nutrients distribution in the Bay of Bengal is hence influenced by the external inputs which makes the waters of the upper layer less saline and highly stratified [45, 46], while the nutrient supply in the Arabian sea is largely due to the seasonal upwelling processes. Additionally the semiannual reversal of the upper-layer circulation also plays a role in transporting the sediments and nutrients through long shore currents in the Bay of Bengal [47–49].

In the northern Indian Ocean, cyanobacteria play a major role in the pelagic food web especially when the upper euphotic zone is stratified and provided with very low concentrations of nitrate ($<0.01$ µM, [50]). The Bay of Bengal, in the north eastern region of the Indian Ocean, is known for nitrogen limitation in the surface layers due to strong thermohaline stratification. Stratification prevents the advection of nitrate from the subsurface layer resulting in low biological production in the surface waters [32, 51]. Although upwelling and subsurface eddies were reported in some regions of the BoB during some seasons, its manifestations on primary production is much less compared to the Arabian Sea [32, 52]. Even during the summer monsoon period, except along the very coastal and upwelling regions of the Bay of Bengal, nitrate remains depleted in the surface layers. Nitrate input from the rivers is restricted to the coastal regions of the Bay of Bengal, and most of the shelf and offshore regions are devoid of any riverine nitrate in the surface layers [32]. The current study depicts high nitrate concentration ($\sim 3.0$ µM) during the southwest monsoon upwelling period during August-September. In the summer time in April-May, there is observation of nitrate-depleted zones in the BoB; this is similar to the analysis in [32, 52].

Analyses of seawater collected during two cruises in coastal waters at 18–22°N latitude revealed that nitrogen was low in comparison with phosphorus and could be limiting primary production in the surface waters of the Bay [53]. N$_2$-fixation has been observed in all ocean basins, with maximum rates in the Indian Ocean, intermediate rates in
the Atlantic, and minor rates in the Pacific [54]. Nitrogen nutrients are considered to be the major limiting factor of oceanic primary production in many regions [55]. Primary production is partitioned on the basis of nitrogen source: “new” production supported by N-sources, principally nitrate brought into the euphotic zone from the deep and secondarily, N₂-fixation, riverine, and atmospheric inputs; “regenerated” production [10] supported by ammonium and urea, derived from biological processes occurring within the euphotic zone [56]. So, the role of nitrate and its uptake in the marine carbon cycle is vital from the point of ocean biogeochemistry in local, regional, and global scales. Detailed analysis on the nitrate sources from upwelling, convective processes, terrestrial fluxes, atmospheric sources, and its characterization would help to understand the nitrogen cycle along with carbon cycle and ocean productivity in Indian water.

5. Conclusion

Algorithm for generating surface nitrate concentration in the Indian water covering the Arabian Sea, Bay of Bengal, and adjacent north Indian Ocean has been developed and implemented. The nitrate algorithm which models the satellite-derived SST with sigmoid curve has been successfully applied over the Indian water, and the nitrate concentration during the upwelling, southwest, and northeast monsoons has been observed high (0.50–1.00 µM). Low-concentration nitrate (∼0.05) and nitrate depleting zones have been observed during the summer (March–May) in the Indian water. The nitrate-algorithm-derived surface nitrate maps can be useful for productivity assessment, algal bloom study, and even in the fishery forecasting approaches. The important role of the nitrate maps will be useful in studying nitrate uptake rates by the phytoplankton and the new production zones identification in different water types throughout the year, induced by the physical and biological processes.
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